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.Performances and Technical Specifications
The timegrapher MTG-5000 is used to test the performances of

mechanical watches. It is a high-grade model of the MTG-H
series which has higher test accuracy and more powerful
unctions.
Its functions are as follows:
are the displays of diagrams of beat noise,the
-There
numerical values of rate,ampiitudes and beats errors,adding

f

the maximum differences of rates and amplitudes among
various positions when executing programmed testing .
is served the function of long-term monitoring of rate

-It

and amplitude.
long diagram of beat noise can be
-960 dots extraordinary
displayed on the LCD.
:Test with + O 2s,/ d high degree

of accuracy can be carried out.

is perf ect print function, the diagram and values
mentioned above all can be printed by heat sensitive printer.
the functions of multi-rate display, time and
-It is served
caiendar display,acoustic stimulation of beat noise .

-There

microphone and micro-printer can be equipped.
This tester is designed as an all-in-one structure. The main

-Automatic

machine, the power adapter, and the microphone are all
combined onto one chassis.
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Technical Specif ications:

Beat numbers of watches can be tested:
1 8000, 1 9800,2 1 600,25200,28800 and 36OOOb/h can be
selected manually or automatically
Ranges of displayed numerical results and their accuracy:
Rate:NormalAccurary:

Hijh Accuracy:

-

-

99.9s

/ d- +3OOs,/ d,

3OOs

/ d-+99.9 s / d,

Amplitude:100' -345'
Beat error:O-4.0ms.

Acosraq: + | s,/ d

Accuracy: +O.2s/d
Accuracy:

* 3'

Accuracy: +0.1 ms

Length of diagram displayed:480 dots or 960 dots
Data stored:1920 beats

Position tested: 1-6
Lift angle:30' -60" .default value:52"
Power:single phase,AC 9O V-250 V,two wires,
Power consumption:about 15 W

Weigh: 1.9kg
Dimensions: widthX depthX height: 190 X 27Ox2SOmm
LCD panel closed: 190 x 27Ax 135 mm
Environment:Temperature:0' - 50 "C
Humidity:0-90%RH
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ll .The configuration of tester and Functions of keys
The tester has standard configuration and high-grade
configuration. The standard configuration is an all-in-one

machine as that mentioned above.The high-grade
configuration tester has an externally attached automatic
microphone and microprinter. It doesn't have the manual
microphone. Inside the chassis, only the mainframe and the
power adapter are installed.
There are five keys on the mainframe-panel. Their functions
are as follows:
" * " :to move the cursor to right,used to select setting
items when testing.
o'
I " , tt ] tt :to move the cursor upward and downward or
to increase and decrease values.
"ENT/PRT" :used for confirmation key during setting and
for printing key during testing
" RUN,/RST" :generally used as a restart key to return
back to starting window at any time, also for starting key
before-testing .
The tt* tt , " I " and tt ] t' keys also have others
functions,used according to prompts.
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.Testing

The starting window appears on the screen after power on. The
first thing is to select testing mode by" f " and" I " ,then
push "RUN /RST" to enter testing directly.
l,NORMAL TESTING_PUSHING MODE:
In this testing mode the diagram display

is "pushing"
of test the diagram
progress
by
the
mode,namely,accompanying
always appears on
of
diagram
dot
new
the
and
right
left
to
from
scroll
to
that in the paper
is
similar
mode
This
diagram.
of
left
end
utmost
are continuous
diagram
displayed
timegrapher.The
recording
tape
this mode.
use
to
recommend
we
so
to
observe.
and integrated,easy
key
to move the
the
'n-"
you
use
can
proceeding
is
testing
when
and
LIse,
"
" J " to
set
you
to
"
want
item
|
the
to
seiect
cufsor
changeable
values.The
decrease
and
increase
to
or
change setting
settings have:beats number,iift angle,resolution of rate,on or o{f of
sound.
The high resolution testing is only used for testing watches with
very high precision,otherwise the diagram may be disorder'
Because this timegrapher has perfect function of automatic gain
control,so it is unnecessary to adjust signal intensity,However, the
microphone's sensitivity has trvo grades: H and L, which can be
controlled with the switch on the back of microphone. When there is
a significant amount of externai interf erenc e ot f and when the watch
signal is too strong, the L grade is preferred. when the signal is
weaker, vice versa. The defautt setting is L grade'
Press " t " key
The lif t angle can be selected between 30 " -60'
,,
at step
decreased
or
be
increased
will
lift
angle
or I ', key once the
step
at
changed
be
it
will
continuously
you
press
them
0.1" ,and if
1'
The normal testing of watches refers to test the watches as the
traditional tester does.You just put the watch on the microphone,the
timegrapher will continuously test the watches with the set-up
parameters, and display the diagram and values of the rate,
amplitude and beat error.
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Thed.iagramontheLCDscreenissimilartothatinthepaper
tape recorCing timegrapher,the slope of the iines of diagram
represents the rate devlation of tested watch and the distance
between two lines represents the beat error' The value of rate is
positive deviation when the lines goes upward from ie{t to right and it
is negaiive deviation when the lines goes downward'A horizontal
diagram represents that the rate of the watch is thoroughly exact'
The above mentioned slope and distance of lines are related to the
beat number. They may be different for two watches with the same
rate and beat error but vrith clifferent beat number'So attention
should be paid to the digital display'

The value of the rate is the average of 48 beats while the values
for the beat error an<l ampiitude is the averages of 8 beats and 16
beats respectively.The three values first appearing on the screen are
at the diflerent time and wili be upciated every 12 beats. I{ the results
get
are out of the limits,or the diagram is ciisorder,it is impossible to
places.
the average values and there wili be blank in the displayed

During the change o{ testing positions,the displayed values

sometimes are incorrect.
In addition to the display of the current, value of the rate,at the
same time,the rate for a certain section of the diagram is displayed in
small digits,which is called "mu1ti-rate display" . With the diagram
pushing to the right,the rate display is shifti.ng also.It is easy to see
the change of the rate
During the testing, press the "ENT./PRT" key and then press
corresponding key to choose printing mode:printing diagram along
with numerical results of rate and amplitude every 96 beats or
printing the diagram only.1920 beats data and corresponding values
of rate and amplitude will be stored in the machine during testing
and which can be Printed.
The diagram rMil1 be printing from the latest displayed section io the

previousone.Theprintingwillstopautomaticallywhenallthe
stored data have been printed out. Press the "ENT,/PRT" key,the
printingoperationwillbeinterruptedandresumetotesting.
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2.NORMAL TESTING--EXTENDING MODE:

In this testing mode the diagram displaying is' EXTENDING'
mode,others are the same as mode 1. So called "EXTENDING" mode
is that the diagram of beat noise simply extended when testing is in
progress The new dot al'*'ays appears on the utmost front end of the
diagram. After the line extended to the utmost right of the screen,the
display wiil come back to starting point and the former adjacent
displayed diagram will be cleared out.The diagram may be not
continuous and the current observation point is movable,but the
displaying has the advantage of stability
3.TWO WINDOWS DISPLAY TESTING:

This mode has two windows,upper and lower,to display ihe
diagram,so the displayed diagram iength is doubled to 960 dots. It
corresponds 120 seconds for the watch whose treat number is
28800bi h and 160 seconds ior 216OOb/h. Usuaily, the diagram in
5-6 positions can be displaved at the same time,it is very convenient
to observe
The diagram dispiay is assigned as" PUSHING" mode and there
is no "multi-rate display"
4.PROGRAMMED TESTING:

Programmed testing is referred that before testing,which positions to
be tested , the testing time of each position and the stabilization time

after rotating are programmed. The watches are tested according to
program completely.
The operations are as follows:
1)Select the testing parameters:
The parameters include beat number,testing position, testing

time, stabilization time and lift angle. The operation can

be

perforrrred step by step according to prompts on the screen.The
testing time on every position is 10-30 seconds,usually set to 1520 seconds and the stabilization time a{ter rotating is 5 to 30 sec.
while the normally used range is 7-10 sec.
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2)Testing:

af ter above selections of
parameters.In each position,the testing is the same as that in "TWO
WINDOWS DISPLAY TESTING" testing mode but there is oniy
normal precision testing.During the testing,only the key "RUN/
RST" can be used to return to starting window. The sound is off
.When the testing for one position is finisheC.the values for the rate,
amplitude and treat error related to that position would be displayed.
Then the symbol of next position is <lisplayed.If your tester is
equipped with the automatic rnicrophone,it -*'il1 turn to the next
position automatically.Otherwise,it is rrecessary to turn it to the
next position by hand. When testing for all positions is finished the
diagrams for each position are displayed on the screen' You can
press "INT/ PRT" key to print it .This is the same as in normal
testing,but in this mode only the diagram itseif is printed without
additional numerical information. If you press "+ " key,then the
values of rate,amplitude and beat error for each position wili be
dispiayed. At the same time,the maximum difference of rate and
ampiitude among all positions are calculated and displayed' If you
press " INT/ PRT" key, all the displayed numerical results will be
printed.In addition,the name of the customer and some compliment
terms can also be printed.But this function must be required when
place the order

Testing wiil start automatically

5.RATE/ AMPLITUDE MONITORING:

The instrument can test the rate and amplitude of watch
continuously and figure out the average in a period of time(so called
"monitoring period" ),display on the screen in the curve form, so
that obtain a variation curve of rate and amplitude of the watch in a
relative long time(max 13 days).These curves is a highly valuable
reference data for analyzing performances of the watch,finely
adjusting the watch and provides the foundation of improving design
for development section. This operation is always carried out on a
high- grate configuration machine.
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The operating procedure is as follows:
Select the rate/amplitude monitoring test mode and pustr

"1" key,after selecting"oeat number anci lift angle the screen will
dispiay the program list programmed iast timeifor first use it is
factory default program),then you can select forrner progra,m or reprogramming.
Programming can be carried out according to screen prompt
A program consists of 1- 10 "step" s.For each step,test position.
monitoring period,monitoring duration can be set in.There are seven
grades of monitoring period,that is: 4' ,!Q' ,2O' ,5O' ,2' ,4 ' and
10'.Because the maximum sarnple size are 192 spots,so only a
maximum af 192 periods can be monitored in a step,then there is a
maximum monitoring duration for a certain rnonitoring period.
When "OVER THE MAXIMUM MONITORING DURATION" appears
on the screen, you harre to decrease the monitoring duration.
Starting monitoring test,he screen will display the instantaneous values
of rate and ampiitude and then the curve spots wiil be displayed
which corresponding to the averages in a monitoring period,among
them,white spot is the value of rate and the red spot is of amplitude
The {our time values appeared on the lower part of the screen are
monitoring period,amount of time for one scale spacing,hours and
minutes o{ monitoring duration respectively. The test wili go on
continuousiy. When the monitoring duration of this step is up the
automatic microphone will rotate automatically and the machine wiil
enter the next step monitoring .Also you can push " ] " to stop
present step and switch to next step
When the monitoring of last step is finished,the test will be stopped and
microphone will return to CH position .Then you may select the
following operations:
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Data storing:The machine provides three storage areas,so
monitoring results for three monitoring operations can be stored. On
the storing window the information of date and time when the data
had been stored is displayed for three areas respectiy. You can select
one to store present data and the former data will be covered
Curve display and print:You can display measured curves on
screen from the first step to arbitrary step. Pushing "ENTf
PRTR" key then the corresponding curve will be printed. When
printing starts,the first is the date,time and nurnher of step,then the
curve"

Data dispiay and print:From the first step you can display the
values of rates and amplitudes corresponding to various spots. If the
monitoring spots are more than 96 the display- should be in two
pages. You can select to display the data of other steps or another
page by pushing corresponding keys,or print this data by
pushing "ENT,/ PRT" key.Also,the date,tirne and the number of step
are printed ai first.In the process oi printing you caa push "ENT/
PRT" key to stop printi.ng.
The stored currr'es and data can be display or printed at any time
Selecting the mode of. ralei ampiitude monitoring and pushin g " + "
key first you select the storage area,then the display and printing
can be carried out as the same as above mentioned.
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colors
Vl ,$etting of date,time display and selecting of display
On the starting window push" --|u key to set date and time
display according to PromPt"
On the starting window just push "ENT/ PRT"key to enter

color selecting window,then according to the prompt'3 kinds
of colors can be selected on the color selecting windou'
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V. Frequency

Calibration

The reference frequency of this timegrpher is 36.000000 MHz

For calibrating the frequency,please plug the probe of the
frequency meter into the corresponding socket on the left side
of chassis through a larger hole marked with "Frequency
Calibration" .After the tester starts and comes to stable state
the f requency is measured .The allowable error of the
frequency is+ 10OHz.If the frequency is out of the limits,it
should be calibrated by turning a built-in potentiometer using
a small screwdriver through a smaller hole,which is located
near the larger hole as mentioned above.The frequency should
be within the limits and as close to the ref erence frequency as
possible.
The tester's time base is very stable. Even if it has been
used for many years and can still have a dependable accuracy.

Therefore for average users there

is no need for the best

calibration. For factory uses or professional users,

we

recommend the calibration should be carried out every one or
two years.
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Vl.Troubleshooting
1. Af

ter the tester is turned on ,the screen is not bright:

iftheLEDindictoronfrontleftcornerisflickeringwhena
running watch is mounted, ,then the driving board is damaged

Youcanreplaceit.IftheLEDindicatorisnotbrighteither,
then the power supply is damaged' It should be delivered to
our repair dePartment.
2.The LCD is bright, but the display is blank or there are
some stripes or random dots displayed:
The LCD screen or the control board of LCD is damaged
Please rePlace it.

3.There is a display of words, but no display of the diagram
the display of diagram is cluttered' If after the

of beats,or
watch is wound and put on the microphone again ,but the
testing cannot be carried out properiy still:
The mainframe or the microphone has mal{unctioned, the
most likety is that there is something wrong with the
microphone'It should be delivered to our repair department'
4.The display of signal and sound is normal' but the display
of values or the slope of the diagram is abnormal:

Probably, the beat number selection is wrong' Please check
and correct

it'
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Vll.About Automatic M icrophone
The tester can be equipped with automatic microphone. The
micro-phone of this type has two plugs, insert the 4-pins plug

into the socket marked with "Microphone" and another plug
insert into a socket marked with "Control" .After power is
turned on, if the miclophone is not in CH position (i.e.faceup),please press the "RESET" key,it will rotate to face-up
position. The microphone can be controlled by the tester
according to the program or controlled by buttons,and it can
also be rotated to any position by hand.
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